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MISSION
The number of coins in the blockchain industry has grown
dramatically recently, but so has the number of failed and rugged
projects.
We aim to launch a community driven token on the Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) Network, with a proper usecase and link to the
meme world, also being fully secured and 100% safe.
We are wanting to fast track the real use case functionality of baby
cheems inu so that the project does not sit stagnant or ‘die’. This will
give investors a good return, fast on investment, which is what they
look for, as well as bring in more investors, thus increasing the value
of the token.
We will do this by launching our nfts just like our mother project and
in the near future by partnering with online gaming/gambling
platforms and apps to have Baby Cheems Inu as a form of payment
and we are already planning the negotiating stages with potential
partners.
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WHY WE CREATED BABY
CHEEMS INU
We see a huge potential in the crypto market for successful projects
and for people to make money, but what is mostly seen is people
losing money through scam projects or projects that never get off the
ground. We know why everyone is here, and it’s to make money. So,
we decided to plan a potential baby meme token which had it’s
predecessor perform remarkably. We wanted to come into this open
and honest and say “lets show everyone the power of our meme
community in crypto”. We decided to look for real use case options
and also meme origins and created a token ourselves. And the
reaction we have received has been very positive. The concept of
Baby Cheems Inu is elegant and much needed. A meme coin with a
perfect utility for NFT marketplaces and much more.
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WHY TO CHOOSE BABY
CHEEMS INU?
GROWTH
As mentioned we are already in negotiations with influencers, use
case designers and NFT marketplace developers. Website was up
before hand as this is something we wanted to have in place when we
launched so as not to have a lengthy process to go through for
investors to see results.
SUPER MARKETING
Every transaction tax includes a 6% marketing tax, which is a heavy
tax and solely because we value our holders and will provide the best
planned and executed marketing.
SAFE AND SECURE
We are taking all the safety procedures we can to protect your
investment. Liquidity is 100% locked and contract ownership
renounced.
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TOKENOMICS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Token Total Supply :1,000,000,000,000,000 (1 quadrillion)
Total tax: 14%
Marketing:6%
Dev:2%
LP:4%
Reflections:2%
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ROADMAP
Phase 1:
➢ stealth launch
➢ marketing
➢ 1k TG members
➢ 500holders
➢ cmc applied
➢ cg applied
➢ nomics applied
➢ lbank applied
➢ marketing push
Phase 2:
➢ cmc listing
➢ cg listed
➢ nomics listed
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➢ lbank listed
➢ twitter raids
Phase 3:
➢ nfts released
➢ staking platform
➢ 5k holders
➢ marketing push
Phase 4:
*Under Development*
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